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How well do you know your child? Are you aware of each and every habit of your child? No doubt
your child possesâ€™ number of trait which sometimes makes you surprised. When you completely
understand your childâ€™s personality, you will face fewer problems while raising them. Itâ€™s true that
each child is born with certain traits that mold their personality. The character of the child is very
sensitive during their formative years because that is the time when their personality starts taking
shape.  The final shape of the childâ€™s personality to some extent is determined by parents and the
caregivers. It depends on how they relate the physical trait of the child.

A Temperament is a trait which makes the child unique and itâ€™s a tool in determining how we react to
the world. When parents understand more about their child behavior, they will be able to teach their
child in a better way that suits best to their child. When a child innate character is praised by parents
and teachers at an early age, children would be able to familiar with their unique talents earlier than
their peers. Being a parent you must know the things that can influence your childâ€™s personality. Four
factors are cited below, which can influence your childâ€™s personality:

1-Relationships: Your relationship with your child will have a greater impact than that of any other
person; therefore do everything to nurture your child well. Also assist them to build up mutually
uplifting relations with siblings, grandparents, friends and others.

2.-The way the child is educated: Involve yourself in your child's education to make sure that your
child's classroom is suited to their makeup. You should be sure that your children recognizes the
personality traits, builds up their strengths and encourages them to overcome weaknesses. In some
cases, you may even decide that homeschooling is the best option for you and your child.

3.-The environment in which the child lives. Make sure that your household gives your child good
environment. Two children with similar personalities â€” one of whom isnâ€™t appreciated or encouraged
and another who are supported while exploring the interests and passions â€” will respond differently to
life.

4.-Trauma in early childhood.  This is the last influence but it is very important to consider if you are
raising a child who has been abused or neglected. You may have difficulty separating innate
character traits from those that have evolved out of fear of punishment.  One adoptive father noticed
his child's compulsion to clean or organize but recognized that his preference for keeping his room
neat could either indicate the child's innate love for order or indicate fear. It is possible the child
thought that he had been beaten for not keeping his room clean or mistakenly thought neatness
would help him be more accepted. Since they were not sure what drove his neatness, this child's
adoptive parents were careful not to focus too much praise on that behavior.

In a healthy home, a child's strongest traits generally will follow from infancy through adulthood.
Some kids truly love to line of up their things in organized ways, from their shoes to their toys! And
those strong, innate traits are likely to impact both of you on a daily basis.
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This article has been posted by a school guide of OnlineSchoolAdmissions.Com, who also provides
free of cost counseling to parents on school admissions. A visit to the site lets parents know about
the a Spring dale senior school  or a Skr public school delhi  of their choice. They can also search
for a Vishal bharti public school as per their choice and fill up the school application forms online.
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